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Nottingham is attempting to develop a long-

term ‘cultural strategy’ for the city region in

the English Midlands. How will

Nottingham grow locally and at the

international level? The Spokesman and the

Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation thrive

in the Trent Valley, and have done so for

almost half a century. Now, faced with

profound uncertainties of Brexit, on top of

deep-seated effects on the region of

precipitate destruction of the coal and much

of the textile industries, how might

Nottingham cultivate its prospects? To

provide some historical perspective, we

turn to D H Lawrence who, in 1929, shared

singular if sometimes censorious insights

about his home patch, the ‘intimate

community’ down pit, and the ‘sweep to a

civic centre’.

*   *   *

I was born nearly forty-four years ago, in

Eastwood, a mining village of some three

thousand souls, about eight miles from

Nottingham, and one mile from the small

stream, the Erewash, which divides

Nottinghamshire from Derbyshire. It is

hilly country, looking west to Crich and

towards Matlock, sixteen miles away, and

east and north-east towards Mansfield and

the Sherwood Forest district. To me it

seemed, and still seems, an extremely

beautiful countryside, just between the red

sandstone and the oak-trees of Nottingham,

and the cold limestone, the ash-trees, the

stone fences of Derbyshire. To me, as a

child and a young man, it was still the old

England of the forest and agricultural past;

there were no motor-cars, the mines were,

in a sense, an accident in the landscape, and

Nottingham
and the
mining country

D H Lawrence

Born into a border country

mining community in

1885, the celebrated

author of Sons and

Lovers, The Rainbow and

Lady Chatterley’s Lover

also wrote feisty essays

and toe-curling poems,

when he hadn’t his

paintbrush in hand.
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Rojava in view

Robin Hood and his merry men were not very far away.

The string of coal-mines of B. W. & Co. had been opened some sixty

years before I was born, and Eastwood had come into being as a

consequence. It must have been a tiny village at the beginning of the

nineteenth century, a small place of cottages and fragmentary rows of little

four-roomed miners’ dwellings, the homes of the old colliers of the

eighteenth century, who worked in the bits of mines, foot-hill mines with

an opening in the hillside into which the miners walked, or windlass

mines, where the men were wound up one at a time, in a bucket, by a

donkey. The windlass mines were still working when my father was a boy

– and the shafts of some were still there, when I was a boy.

But somewhere about 1820 the company must have sunk the first big

shaft – not very deep – and installed the first machinery of the real

industrial colliery. Then came my grandfather, a young man trained to be

a tailor, drifting from the south of England, and got the job of company

tailor for the Brinsley mine. In those days the company supplied the men

with the thick flannel vests, or singlets, and the moleskin trousers lined at

the top with flannel, in which the colliers worked. I remember the great

rolls of course flannel and pit-cloth which stood in the corner of my

grandfather’s shop when I was a small boy, and the big, strange old

sewing-machine, like nothing else on earth, which sewed the massive pit-

trousers. But when I was only a child the company discontinued supplying

the men with pit-clothes.

My grandfather settled in an old cottage down in a quarry-bed, by the

brook at Old Brinsley, near the pit. A mile away, up at Eastwood, the

company built the first miners’ dwellings – it must be nearly a hundred

years ago. Now Eastwood occupies a lovely position on a hilltop, with the

steep slope towards Derbyshire and the long slope towards Nottingham.

They put up a new church, which stands fine and commanding, even if it

has no real form, looking across the awful Erewash Valley at the church of

Heanor, similarly commanding, away on a hill beyond. What

opportunities, what opportunities! These mining villages might have been

like the lovely hill-towns of Italy, shapely and fascinating. And what

happened?

Most of the little rows of dwellings of the old-style miners were pulled

down, and dull little shops began to rise along the Nottingham Road, while

on the down-slope of the north side the company erected what is still

known as the New Buildings, or the Square. These New Buildings consist

of two great hollow squares of dwellings planked down on the rough slope

of the hill, little four-room houses with the ‘front’ looking outward into the
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grim, blank street, and the ‘back’, with a tiny square brick yard, a low wall,

and a w.c. and ash-pit, looking into the desert of the square, hard, uneven,

jolting black earth tilting rather steeply down, with these little back yards

all round, and openings at the corners. The squares were quite big, and

absolutely desert, save for the posts for clothes lines, and people passing,

children playing on the hard earth. And they were shut in like a barracks

enclosure, very strange.

Even fifty years ago the squares were unpopular. It was ‘common’ to

live in the Square. It was a little less common to live in the Breach, which

consisted of six blocks of rather more pretentious dwellings erected by the

company in the valley below, two rows of three blocks, with an alley

between. And it was most ‘common’, most degraded of all to live in

Dakins Row, two rows of the old dwellings, very old, black four-roomed

little places, that stood on the hill again, not far from the Square.

So the place started. Down the steep street between the squares, Scargill

Street, the Wesleyans’ chapel was put up, and I was born in the little corner

shop just above. Across the other side of the Square the miners themselves

built the big, barn-like Primitive Methodist chapel. Along the hill-top ran

the Nottingham Road, with its scrappy, ugly mid-Victorian shops. The

little market-place, with a superb outlook, ended the village on the

Derbyshire side, and was just here left bare, with the Sun Inn on one side,

the chemist across, with the gilt pestle-and-mortar, and a shop at the other

corner, the corner of Alfreton Road and Nottingham Road.

In this queer jumble of the old England and the new, I came into

consciousness. As I remember, little local speculators already began to

straggle dwellings in rows, always in rows, across the fields: nasty red-

brick, flat-faced dwellings with dark slate roofs. The bay-window period

only began when I was a child. But most of the country was untouched.

There must be three or four hundred company houses in the squares and

the streets that surround the squares, like a great barracks wall. There must

be sixty or eighty company houses in the Breach. The old Dakins Row will

have thirty to forty little holes. Then counting the old cottages and rows

left with their old gardens down the lanes and along the twitchells, and

even in the midst of Nottingham Road itself, there were houses enough for

the population, there was no need for much building. And not much

building went on when I was small.

We lived in the Breach, in a corner house. A field-path came down under

a great hawthorn hedge. On the other side was the brook, with the old

sheep-bridge going over into the meadows. The hawthorn hedge by the

brook had grown tall as tall trees, and we used to bathe from there in the
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dipping-hole, where the sheep were dipped, just near the fall from the old

mill-dam, where the water rushed. The mill only ceased grinding the local

corn when I was a child. And my father, who always worked in Brinsley

pit, and who always got up at five o’clock, if not at four, would set off in

the dawn across the fields at Coney Grey, and hunt for mushrooms in the

long grass, or perhaps pick up a skulking rabbit, which he would bring

home at evening inside the lining of his pit-coat.

So that the life was a curious cross between industrialism and the old

agricultural England of Shakespeare and Milton and Fielding and George

Eliot. The dialect was broad Derbyshire, and always ‘thee’ and ‘thou’. The

people lived almost entirely by instinct, men of my father’s age could not

really read. And the pit did not mechanize men. On the contrary. Under the

butty system, the miners worked underground as a sort of intimate

community, they knew each other practically naked, and with curious

close intimacy, and the darkness and the underground remoteness of the pit

‘stall’, and the continual presence of danger, made the physical,

instinctive, and intuitional contact between men very highly developed, a

contact almost as close as touch, very real and very powerful. This

physical awareness and intimate togetherness was at its strongest down pit.

When the men came up into the light, they blinked. They had, in a

measure, to change their flow. Nevertheless, they brought with them above

ground the curious dark intimacy of the mine, the naked sort of contact,

and if I think of my childhood, it is always as if there was a lustrous sort

of inner darkness, like the gloss of coal, in which we moved and had our

real being. My father loved the pit. He was hurt badly, more than once, but

he would never stay away. He loved the contact, the intimacy, as men in

the war loved the intense male comradeship of the dark days. They did not

know what they had till they lost it. And I think it is the same with the

young colliers of today.

Now the colliers had also an instinct of beauty. The colliers’ wives had

not. The colliers were deeply alive, instinctively. But they had no daytime

ambition, and no daytime intellect. They avoided, really, the rational

aspect of life. They preferred to take life instinctively and intuitively. They

didn’t even care very profoundly about wages. It was the women,

naturally, who nagged on this score. There was a big discrepancy, when I

was a boy, between the collier who saw, at the best, only a brief few hours

of daylight – often no daylight at all during the winter weeks – and the

collier’s wife, who had all the day to herself when the man was down pit.

The great fallacy is, to pity the man. He didn’t dream of pitying himself,

till agitators and sentimentalists taught him to. He was happy: or more than
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happy, he was fulfilled. Or he was fulfilled on the receptive side, not on the

expressive. The collier went to the pub and drank in order to continue his

intimacy with his mates. They talked endlessly, but it was rather of

wonders and marvels, even in politics, than of facts. It was hard facts, in

the shape of wife, money, and nagging home necessities, which they fled

away from, out of the house to the pub, and out of the house to the pit.

The collier fled out of the house as soon as he could, away from the

nagging materialism of the woman. With the women it was always: this is

broken, now you’ve got to mend it! Or else: we want this, that, and the

other, and where is the money coming from? The collier didn’t know and

didn’t care very deeply – his life was otherwise. So he escaped. He roved

the countryside with his dog, prowling for a rabbit, for nests, for

mushrooms, anything. He loved the countryside, just the indiscriminating

feel of it. Or he loved just to sit on his heels and watch – anything of

nothing. He was not intellectually interested. Life for him did not consist

in facts, but in a flow. Very often, he loved his garden. And very often he

had a genuine love of the beauty of flowers. I have known it often and

often, in colliers.

Now the love of flowers is a very misleading thing. Most women love

flowers as possessions, and as trimmings. They can’t look at a flower, and

wonder a moment, and pass on. If they see a flower that arrests their

attention, they must at once pick it, pluck it. Possession! A possession!

Something added on to me! And most of the so-called love of flowers

today is merely this reaching out of possession and egoism: something I’ve

got: something that embellishes me. Yet I’ve seen many a collier stand in

his back garden looking down at a flower with that odd, remote sort of

contemplation which shows a real awareness of the presence of beauty. It

would not even be admiration, or joy, or delight, or any of those things

which so often have a root in the possessive instinct. It would be a sort of

contemplation: which shows an incipient artist.

The real tragedy of England, as I see it, is the tragedy of ugliness. The

country is so lovely: the man-made England is so vile. I know that the

ordinary collier, when I was a boy, had a peculiar sense of beauty, coming

from his intuitive and instinctive consciousness, which was awakened

down pit. And the fact that he met with just cold ugliness and raw

materialism when he came up into daylight, and particularly when he came

to the Square or the Breach, and to his own table, killed something in him,

and in a sense spoiled him as a man. The woman almost invariably nagged

about material things. She was taught to do it; she was encouraged to do it.

It was a mother’s business to see that her sons ‘got on’, and it was the man’s
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business to provide the money. In my father’s generation, with the old wild

England behind them, and the lack of education, the man was not beaten

down. But in my generation, the boys I went to school with, colliers now,

have all been beaten down, what with the din-din-dinning of Board

Schools, cinemas, clergymen, the whole national and human consciousness

hammering on the fact of material prosperity above all things.

The men are beaten down, there is prosperity for a time, in their defeat

– and then disaster looms ahead. The root of all disaster is disheartenment.

And men are disheartened. The men of England, the colliers in particular,

are disheartened. They have been betrayed and beaten.

Now though perhaps nobody knew it, it was ugliness which betrayed the

spirit of man, in the nineteenth century. The great crime which the

moneyed classes and promoters of industry committed in the palmy

Victorian days was the condemning of the workers to ugliness, ugliness,

ugliness: meanness and formless and ugly surroundings, ugly ideals, ugly

religion, ugly hope, ugly love, ugly clothes, ugly furniture, ugly houses,

ugly relationship between workers and employers. The human soul needs

actual beauty even more than bread. The middle classes jeer at the colliers

for buying pianos – but what is the piano, often as not, but a blind reaching

out for beauty? To the woman it is a possession and a piece of furniture and

something to feel superior about. But see the elderly colliers trying to learn

to play, see them listening with queer alert faces to their daughter’s

execution of The Maiden’s Prayer, and you will see a blind, unsatisfied

craving for beauty. It is far more deep in the men than in the women. The

women want show. The men want beauty, and still want it.

If the company, instead of building those sordid and hideous Squares,

then, when they had that lovely site to play with, there on the hill top: if

they had put a tall column in the middle of the small market-place, and run

three parts of a circle of arcade round the pleasant space, where people

could stroll or sit, and with the handsome houses behind! If they had made

big, substantial houses, in apartments of five and six rooms, and with

handsome entrances. If above all, they had encouraged song and dancing

– for the miners still sang and danced – and provided handsome space for

these. If only they had encouraged some form of beauty in dress, some

form of beauty in interior life – furniture, decoration. If they had given

prizes for the handsomest chair or table, the loveliest scarf, the most

charming room that the men or women could make! If only they had done

this, there would never have been an industrial problem. The industrial

problem arises from the base forcing of all human energy into a

competition of mere acquisition.
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You may say the working man would not have accepted such a form of

life: the Englishman’s home is his castle, etc., etc. – ‘my own little home’.

But if you can hear every word the next-door-people say, there’s not much

castle. And if you can see everybody in the square if they go to the w.c.!

And if your one desire is to get out of the ‘castle’ and your ‘own little

home’! – well, there’s not much to be said for it. Anyhow it’s only the

woman who idolizes ‘her own little home’ – and it’s always the woman at

her worst, her most greedy, most possessive, most mean. There’s nothing

to be said for the ‘little home’ any more: a great scrabble of ugly pettiness

over the face of the land.

As a matter of fact, till 1800 the English people were strictly a rural

people – very rural. England has had towns for centuries, but they have

never been real towns, only clusters of village streets. Never the real urbs.

The English character has failed to develop the real urban side of a man,

the civic side. Siena is a bit of a place, but it is a real city, with citizens

intimately connected with the city. Nottingham is a vast place sprawling

towards a million, and it is nothing more than an amorphous

agglomeration. There is no Nottingham, in the sense that there is Siena.

The Englishman is stupidly undeveloped, as a citizen. And it is partly due

to his ‘little home’ stunt, and partly to his acceptance of hopeless paltriness

in his surrounding. The new cities of America are much more genuine

cities, in the Roman sense, than is London or Manchester. Even Edinburgh

used to be more of a true city than any town England ever produced.

That silly little individualism of ‘the Englishman’s home is his castle’

and ‘my own little home’ is out of date. It would work almost up to 1800,

when every Englishman was still a villager, and a cottager. But the

industrial system has brought a great change. The Englishman still likes to

think of himself as a ‘cottager’ – ‘my home, my garden’. But it is puerile.

Even the farm labourer today is psychologically a town-bird. The English

are town-birds through and through, today, as the inevitable result of their

complete industrialization. Yet they don’t know how to build a city, how to

think of one, or how to live in one. They are all suburban, pseudo-cottagy,

and not one of them knows how to be truly urban – the citizens as the

Romans were citizens – or the Athenians – or even the Parisians, till the

war came.

And this is because we have frustrated that instinct of community which

would make us unite in pride and dignity in the bigger gesture of the

citizen, not the cottager. The great city means beauty, dignity, and a certain

splendour. This is the side of the Englishman that has been thwarted and

shockingly betrayed. England is a mean and petty scrabble of paltry
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dwellings called ‘homes’. I believe in their heart of hearts all Englishmen

loathe their little homes – but not the women. What we want is a bigger

gesture, a greater scope, a certain splendour, a certain grandeur, and

beauty, big beauty. The American does far better than we, in this.

And the promoter of industry, a hundred years ago, dared to perpetrate

the ugliness of my native village. And still more monstrous, promoters of

industry today are scrabbling over the face of England with miles and

square miles of red-brick ‘homes’, like horrible scabs. And the men inside

these little red rat-traps get more and more helpless, being more and more

humiliated, more and more dissatisfied, like trapped rats. Only the meaner

sort of women go on loving the little home which is no more than a rat-

trap to her man.

Do away with it all, then. At no matter what cost, start in to alter it.

Never mind about wages and industrial squabbling. Turn the attention

elsewhere. Pull down my native village to the last brick. Plan a nucleus.

Fix the focus. Make a handsome gesture of radiation from the focus. And

then put up big buildings, handsome, that sweep to a civic centre. And

furnish them with beauty. And make an absolute clean start. Do it place by

place. Make a new England. Away with little homes! Away with scrabbling

pettiness and paltriness. Look at the contours of the land, and build up

from these, with a sufficient nobility. The English may be mentally or

spiritually developed. But as citizens of splendid cities they are more

ignominious than rabbits. And they nag, nag, nag all the time about politics

and wages and all that, like mean narrow housewives.

Written in 1929, this essay was published in The New Adelphi, June-

August, 1930, and Phoenix,1936.
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SNAKE

A snake came to my water-trough

On a hot, hot day, and I in pyjamas for the heat, 

To drink there.

In the deep, strange-scented shade of the great dark carob-tree

I came down the steps with my pitcher

And must wait, must stand and wait, for there he was at the trough before me.

He reached down from a fissure in the earth-wall in the gloom

And trailed his yellow-brown slackness soft-bellied down, over the edge of the

stone trough

And rested his throat upon the stone bottom,

And where the water had dripped from the tap, in a small clearness,

He sipped with his straight mouth,

Softly drank through his straight gums, into his slack long body, 

Silently.

Someone was before me at my water-trough,

And I, like a second comer, waiting.

He lifted his head from his drinking, as cattle do,

And looked at me vaguely, as drinking cattle do,

And flickered his two-forked tongue from his lips, and mused a moment, 

And stooped and drank a little more,

Being earth-brown, earth-golden from the burning bowels of the earth 

On the day of Sicilian July, with Etna smoking.

The voice of my education said to me

He must be killed,

For in Sicily the black, black snakes are innocent, the gold are venomous.

And voices in me said, If you were a man

You would take a stick and break him now, and finish him off.

But must I confess how I liked him,

How glad I was he had come like a guest in quiet, to drink at my water-trough

And depart peaceful, pacified, and thankless,

Into the burning bowels of this earth?
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Was it cowardice, that I dared not kill him?

Was it perversity, that I longed to talk to him? 

Was it humility, to feel so honoured?

I felt so honoured.

And yet those voices:

If you were not afraid, you would kill him!

And truly I was afraid, I was most afraid,

But even so, honoured still more

That he should seek my hospitality

From out the dark door of the secret earth.

He drank enough 

And lifted his head, dreamily, as one who has drunken, 

And flickered his tongue like a forked night on the air, so black, 

Seeming to lick his lips,

And looked around like a god, unseeing, into the air,

And slowly turned his head,

And slowly, very slowly, as if thrice adream,

Proceeded to draw his slow length curving round

And climb again the broken bank of my wall-face.

And as he put his head into that dreadful hole,

And as he slowly drew up, snake-easing his shoulders, and entered

farther, 

A sort of horror, a sort of protest against his withdrawing into that horrid

black hole,

Deliberately going into the blackness, and slowly drawing himself after,

Overcame me now his back was turned.

I looked round, I put down my pitcher, 

I picked up a clumsy log

And threw it at the water-trough with a clatter.

I think it did not hit him,

But suddenly that part of him that was left behind convulsed in

undignified haste,

Writhed like lightning, and was gone 

Into the black hole, the earth-lipped fissure in the wall-front, 

At which, in the intense still noon, I stared with fascination.
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And immediately I regretted it.

I thought how paltry, how vulgar, what a mean act!

I despised myself and the voices of my accursed human education.

And I thought of the albatross

And I wished he would come back, my snake.

For he seemed to me again like a king,

Like a king in exile, uncrowned in the underworld,

Now due to be crowned again.

And so, I missed my chance with one of the lords

Of life.

And I have something to expiate:

A pettiness.

David Herbert Lawrence

Taormina, 1923
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